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Introduction to Sarvodaya
The Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement of Sri Lanka,
founded more than 40 years ago, is the largest non-
governmental people’s self help development movement in
the country, with over 12,000 villages as participants –
nearly half the rural population of Sri Lanka. ‘Sarvodaya’ is
a word from Mahatma Gandhi that means ‘the awakening of
all’. Sarvodaya empowers communities to take charge of
their own destinies and build their own futures based on self-
help and self-reliance. Sarvodaya has a vision of a new
social order: a society with no poverty and no affluence,
based on principles of truth, non-violence and self-sacrifice,
governed by ideals of participatory democracy in which
basic human rights are supported and the basic needs of all
are met. To counteract deep-seated social problems,
Sarvodaya works directly with people of all ages and
backgrounds at village level. By engaging them in the
voluntary sharing of resources, especially labour, time,
thoughts and efforts (shramadana), Sarvodaya aims towards
the fulfilment of basic human needs. 

Sarvodaya has a physical presence in all parts of the
country. With a fulltime staff of more than 1,200 plus
thousands of volunteers, Sarvodaya has a strong
organisational structure, extensive outreach that covers all
areas and ethnic groups in Sri Lanka, and a proven history of
exceptional accomplishments. Sarvodaya derives its legal
status by Parliamentary Act of Incorporation (1972) as
Lanka Jatika Sarvodaya Shramadana Sangamaya. It has a
General Membership derived from a wide cross section of
Sri Lankan society and the elected Executive Council is the
principal policy-making body. 

Development: the Sarvodaya interpretation
For Sarvodaya, development is an awakening process that
takes place simultaneously in individuals, families, rural and
urban communities, the nation and the world, encompassing
six dimensions: spiritual, moral, cultural, social, economic
and political. Without this awakening, concrete development
in economic and infrastructure fields will be inadequate. It
has been an invariable Sarvodaya experience in discussions
with people about their concept of development, that our
approach is very much what they believe in, whatever their
ethnicity, religion, etc.

Sarvodaya works to support awakening at all levels. It
organizes its work in key programme areas of Social,
Economic, Technological and Political Empowerment, which
address the satisfaction of the ten basic human needs in a
just society – a clean and beautiful environment, a safe and

adequate supply of water, basic clothing, a balanced diet, a
simple house to live in, basic health care, simple
communications facilities, basic energy requirements, well-
rounded education, and, spiritual and cultural sustenance.

Development education
The central theme of Sarvodaya’s development philosophy is
the full development of individual human potential, which is
achieved through the process of development education. This
encompasses not only the imparting of knowledge and skills
and but also the inculcation of healthy and positive attitudes
towards one’s self and the larger society. The development
model stems from ethical and spiritual principles and
requires that awakening is harnessed through education into
development action, which arises from a concern and love
for other living beings, not for personal gain. The
development of groups is again firmly grounded in action:
they are expected to share their resources, engage in
discourse and constructive action and treat each other with
equality. This has been the basis of the development work
inspired by Sarvodaya in the communities it has worked with
for more than four decades. 

The educational activities Sarvodaya conducts respond to
development needs perceived by the communities themselves
and are designed to facilitate participation of the relevant
groups from the community. They are held locally and are
generally very short since most people cannot be away from
their homes and occupations for long periods. The
knowledge and skills acquired are put to immediate use.

Early years 
In the formative years of the Movement, following the basic
concept of awakening of all, Sarvodaya developed the
principles, organizational structures, broad programmes and
methodologies for community development. Most of these
were agreed upon at village family gatherings (community
meetings structured for free and open dialogue where issues
affecting the village are discussed), and were later published.
Based on this practical experience, the original leaders
prepared the curricula and training modules to train younger
leaders and trainers. Thousands of youth took over the next
level of leadership spreading Sarvodaya thought, practices,
and activities to village communities. 

During the 1970s, Sarvodaya solicited active support from
local and foreign donors to establish Development Education
Institutes to cater to the growing need for training village
leaders and youth in a more organized and structured
manner. By 1985, Sarvodaya had established a Development
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Development education in practice: the Sarvodaya
experience in Sri Lanka

Vinya S. Ariyaratne describes the vital role of development education in Sri Lanka’s self help rural development
movement.
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Education Institute in almost every Province in Sri Lanka.
Thousands of youths, elders, religious and other informal
leaders as well as government servants and professionals
were trained in these institutions. The Sarvodaya
development education programme has since added areas
such as savings and credit, micro-enterprise development,
legal services, information and communication technologies
(ICT), peace building and conflict resolution. At present,
there are over 40 different types of development education
programmes carried by various units and divisions of the
Sarvodaya Movement.

Structures for development education
The main focus of activity of Sarvodaya is communities in
rural areas though it works in urban areas as well. It is
deeply committed to the establishment of independent self-
ruling communities, which make decisions about their own
development and acquire the capacity and resources to
implement these decisions.
Trained Sarvodaya staff work
with their community
counterparts to get the initial
work going, after which the
community plans and conducts
its own shramadana activities.

The shramadana camp
technique creates a physical and psychological environment
in which men, women and children come together to work,
sing and dance, meditate and discuss while accomplishing a
task that benefits the village, such as the construction of a
road, well, irrigation canal or a soil conservation project. A
special feature of the shramadana camp is the family
gathering. The village community, volunteers from
neighbouring villages and cities and government officers are
invited to participate as equals at these meetings. Seated
together on the ground, they share ideas, gather knowledge,
air grievances, discuss solutions, plan future community
actions, build awareness about the reality of their marginality
in society and get a glimpse of the new alternative
egalitarian society Sarvodaya envisions. The ancient thought
that the ‘whole humanity is one family for the wise’ is lived
in the shramadana camp environment, breaking down all
man-made barriers. It is this consciousness that has to be the
foundation for a new society.

At the next level formal courses are conducted to enable a
person selected by the village to run a pre-school or child-
care centre. The initial course is two weeks followed by short
courses of a few days. No fees are charged, and food,
accommodation and travel is free. Other short-term courses
enable village members to conduct their meetings, develop
and implement village plans, start a savings scheme, etc.
Villagers are trained to expand, consolidate and better-
manage their savings and credit schemes – from assessing
loan applications, up to the stage of establishing their own
village bank. Those taking loans for specific projects are
provided with the training needed to successfully complete
them – vocational skills, project management, accessing

markets, etc. Mass meditation campaigns have been
conducted since1984 and, of late, special attention is being
paid to conducting short-courses on meditation for members
from village societies, Sarvodaya field staff and officers
from public and private sector agencies. 

The Sangamaya has 345 offices at Divisional level, 34 at
District level and its Headquarters at Moratuwa, all of which
carry out education work. In addition, twelve Development
Education Institutes have been established with residential
and other facilities for conducting formal courses. These
facilities are utilized by other public and private agencies for
their own training programmes.

Future prospects
Sarvodaya believes that the educational services it provides
to the community now need to be in greater depth and over a
wider range. It is no longer adequate, for example, to train
people to run a savings and credit scheme without a deeper

understanding of the economic
forces which impinge on the
rural economy. In the sphere of
education, it is no longer
adequate to simply learn how
to start and run a pre-school.
They need to know about child
development, the effects of

malnutrition, etc., plus characteristics of current international
systems of education which. on the whole, are designed to
perpetuate the status quo. Such deeper and wider
considerations are needed if people are to function
adequately in a true democracy. 

At the village/community level, people like to experiment
– with new methods of cultivation; processing village
produce; breeding a new variety of a food crop; trying out
alternative energy sources, etc. They should have easy access
to the assistance they need; the opportunity to know what
has been done by others; access to expert advice; and the
assistance of technicians to produce equipment they need. It
is also essential to expose people at village level to
developments taking place in other parts of the world, which
are relevant to their own lives and from which they may
draw inspiration. While newspapers and other media may
give publicity to such work, there is a need to study it at
greater depth to gain an understanding of the circumstances
which gave rise to it, the factors which made it a success,
similarities and differences with local circumstances, etc. A
deeper understanding is essential if people are to apply such
experiences to their own lives. Essentially people should
solve their own problems and should be assisted in the
process in the many different ways needed.

To address these needs, Sarvodaya proposes to establish a
University – The Sarvodaya University – as a unique
educational experiment based on its extensive experience in
rural community development.

Dr.Vinya S. Ariyaratne is Executive Director of the
Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement
ssmplan@sri.lanka.net www.sarvodaya.org
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Essentially people should solve their
own problems and should be assisted
in the process in the many different

ways needed.




